Welcome Readers,

It is my pleasure to write the editorial for the maiden issue of Journal of Advanced Medical and Dental Sciences Research (JAMDSR) and I am pleased to introduce our multispecialty journal which will provide forum for the presentation and criticism of original, innovative and thought provocative ideas in medical and dental sciences to the global audience who believe that science is a dynamic ocean of knowledge with ever changing concepts and views. It has become imperative to inculcate an inquisitive attitude to question present concepts and accept newer philosophies. So, keeping this in mind JAMDSR provides a platform to discuss new, challenging and radical ideas, and other related issues like medical education, healthcare costs, human resources, ethics in medicine and medical and dental practices in economically challenged countries. We strive to provide high quality medium which aims to increase the understanding human health and disease with the goal of improving human health.

In developed scientific society, thousands of researches take place every day leading to breakthrough in new scientific world. I have firm belief that JAMDSR will prove to be the most favored platform for scientific publications, and will be set as an ideal model in the new era of scientific journalism.

To meet the global requirement and to set international standards our dynamic and young editorial members, constantly strive to achieve the success and progress of this journal. I hope you will find the first issue of this journal very informative, knowledgeable with practical applications. We hope that you will support this journal by submitting your valuable work.
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